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A.  ./ovta  stop 
B.   ./ovtaragt  -stop 
C. ./ovtagt  stop 
D. ./ovtams-stop 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 62
 
How would you execute a TIPs command? Select THREE.
 

A. In the Alarms Tab of the Health Workspace, select the TIPs icon for the alarm 
message 
B.   Select the Re-run button within the TIPs viewer 
C. From within the Target Status WorkSpace 
D. When a specific alarm occurs 
E. In the Summary Tab of the Health Workspace, select the Alarms Count 

Answer: A, B, D 

QUESTION: 63
 
How can you integrate OVTA data into OVIS?
 

A. If OVIS and OVTA are installed on different machines, configure a remote probe 
on the OVTA measurement server to collect OVTA data into OVIS. 
B.   If OVIS and OVTA are installed on the same machine, there is no need to 
configure a probe location since the OVTA database is directly accessible to OVIS. 
C. Regardless of whether OVIS and OVTA are installed on the same or different 
servers, you must configure the local probe system to collect OVTA data into OVIS. 
D. If you have two OVTA measurement servers, you can configure different probe 
locations to collect the data from both OVTA servers. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 64 
When considering which database to use for OVTA, which of the following are 
correct statements?  Select THREE. 

A. When Solid is being used as the OVTA database, it is installed only on the 
primary Measurement Server. 
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B. When Oracle is being used as the OVTA database, both the Primary Measurement 
Server and each Secondary Measurement Server retrieves data from the same database. 
C. OVTA supports Oracle 9i or 10g but only when installed on Windows-based 
systems. 
D. To ensure optimal performance, run Oracle Analyze on a regular basis (this is 
especially important during the first 30 days). 
E. OVTA supports SQL Server, Oracle 9i or Oracle 10g. 

Answer: A, B, D 

QUESTION: 65
 
The Reporter service is used to control which of these OVIS functions? Select TWO.
 

A. Probe configuration updates 
B.   Writing data collected from OVIS probes to the database 
C. Scheduled downtime 
D. Triggering an alarm to OVO or NNM if probe data is not received from the probe 
station within the expected time interval 
E.   Calculating if OVIS service objective thresholds have been exceeded for alarming 
to OVO 

Answer: B, D 

QUESTION: 66
 
Which of the following statements regarding OVTA are correct?  Select FOUR.
 

A. With proper configuration, OVTA can collect large volumes of transactional data 
with relatively low impact on application and system resources. 
B.   OVTA will automatically baseline transactions and their sub-components so that 
out-of-the-ordinary behavior can be detected. 
C. OVTA has great value both to development teams in pre-deployment and 
operational teams. 
D. OVTA is designed to trace all transactions all of the time and  is the only 
technology in the market which can do this today. 
E. SOLID databases are recommended for production environments. 
F. In most cases, OVTA recognizes the difference between synthetically generated 
data such as that coming from OVIS and partner technologies like Keynote and traffic 
generated by actual user interaction 

Answer: A, B, C, F 
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QUESTION: 67
 
What are two ways to start the OVTA Console on a UNIX system?   Select TWO.
 

A.   ./IPAGUI.sh 
B.   Launch the console from the webpage: http://<OVTA Measurement 
Server>:7555/ipa 
C. ./ovta start 
D. ./ovtams-launch.sh 
E. ./ovta-consolelaunch.sh 

Answer: A, B 

QUESTION: 68 
Which J2EE application server(s) require that OVTA pre-process the JDBC driver 
files (.jar files)? 

A.   IBM WebSphere 4.0 but not IBM WebSphere 5.0/5.1 
B.   All IBM WebSphere versions and all BEA WebLogic versions 
C. IBM WebSphere 4.0 and IBM WebSphere 5.0/5.1 
D. No application server requires that OVTA pre-process JDBC driver files 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 69
 
Which of the following statements regarding OVIS are correct?  Select THREE.
 

A.   OVIS allows you to create synthetic transactions for any application. 
B.   OVIS allows you to monitor and alarm on application performance and 
availability. 
C. OVIS allows you to record interactions with most web hosted applications 
quickly, then use this recording as a basis for a probe to be replayed at pre-determined 
times from a variety of locations. 
D. Probe licenses are included with OVIS when packaged with OVTA. 
E. HTML based reports generated nightly are included with OVIS without the 
purchase of any other products or reporting tools. 

Answer: B, C, E 

QUESTION: 70 
How would you reduce the number of records kept in the OVTA database? Select 
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TWO. 

A.   Use multiple measurement servers in a primary/secondary configuration 
B. Upgrade to an Oracle database 
C. Make use of consumers for transaction classification 
D. Minimize the use of multi-level tracing on OVTA transaction agents 
E.   Adjust the archiving interval 

Answer: D, E 
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